Raima Company Whitepaper
Enabling edge applications to move data to the cloud

•
•

•

•

Provider of High Performance In
Memory Database Technology
Small footprint, cross platform
database with both In-Memory
and persistent storage device
functionality
Optimized for flash & SSD by
minimal writes to the medium
for longer lifespan
Well field tested.

Raima is a leading provider of OLTP high-performance, real-time
database management systems for both in-memory and persistent
storage for Edge and IOT devices.
Raima´s focus is high speed database solutions which are crossplatform, small footprint designed for distributed architecture in
resource-constrained environments.
Raima Database Manager (RDM) is made to Collect, Store, Manage
and Move data securily from the devices on the edge to the Cloud.
Our Raima Database Manager (RDM) product is optimized to allow
flash and SSD devices to live longer through less writes to the medium.
RDM offers a tested and well proven reliable ACID compliant database
technology and employs a number of advanced solutions to meet
today’s complex edge data management challenges such as storing
and moving data in a timely fashion from a small low-powered IoT/IIoT
embedded device up into larger cloud-based enterprise systems .
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1.

RAIMA IN BRIEF
Mission Statement: Develop once, deploy anywhere

Raima’s mission is to provide seamless dataflow in a Big Data, Internet Of Things and a M2M environment. This will
enable our clients to collect, store, manage and move information fast, safe, secured and seamless. Raima will
facilitate the use and flow of meaningful, valuable data in a system composed of all forms of computing processes
and equipment, and be an essential ecosystem participant in the process of creating value out of data.
Raima supporting edge computing
Edge computing is a distributed information technology architecture in which client data is processed at the
periphery of the network, as close to the originating source as possible. The move toward edge computing is driven
by mobile computing, the decreasing cost of computer components and the sheer number of networked devices in
the IOT world. Depending on the implementation, time-sensitive data in an edge computing architecture may be
processed at the point of origin by an intelligent device or sent to an intermediary Raima server located in close
geographical proximity to the client. Data that is less time sensitive is sent to the cloud for historical analysis, big
data analytics and long-term storage.
Transmitting massive amounts of raw data over a network puts tremendous load on network resources. In some
cases, it is much more efficient to process data near its source and send only the data that has value over the
network to a remote data center. Instead of continually broadcasting data about the oil level in a car´s engine, for
example, an automotive sensor might simply send a summary of data to a remote server periodically. Or, a smart
thermostat might only transmit data if the temperature rises or falls outside acceptable limits. Or, an intelligent WiFi security camera aimed at an elevator door might use edge analytics and only transmit data when a certain
percentage of pixels significantly changes between two consecutive images, indicating motion.
Edge computing can also benefit remote office/branch office environments and organizations that have a
geographically-dispersed user base. In such a scenario, intermediary microdata centers or high-performance Raima
servers can be installed at remote locations to replicate cloud services locally, improving performance and the ability
for a device to act upon perishable data in fractions of a second.
A major benefit of Raima´s edge computing is that it improves time to action and reduces response time down to
milliseconds, while also conserving network resources. The Raima concept of edge computing is not expected to
replace cloud computing. Despite Raima´s ability to reduce latency and network bottlenecks, edge computing can
pose significant security risks that Raima is well-positioned to address.
While a solid and complete IOT to Cloud solution can address issues related to security, cognition, agility, latency
and efficiency Raima plays an important role in providing the data management directly on the edge embedded
devices. Raima´s compact linkable database library can enable users to gather data in virtual real time, nearest the
data generating source, and allows for summarization of that data so that critical actions and decisions can be made
much sooner. Raima´s database on the IOT edge helps safeguard against latency issues that come into play if these
applications have to wait for data to be directly moved to a central control center where a decision is not made in
time.
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As another example, an autonomous vehicle
system. A smart car may in the future generate
terabytes of data per trip while connecting and
communicating in motion with traffic control or other
vehicles. In such environment latency is measured in
sub-milliseconds. It is not possible to deal with
network availability issues and bandwidth is
crucial. RDM plays an important role in solving such
latency issues by being embedded out on the edge of
such an application.

Another example is a smart building. Smart building applications are starting to leverage industrial internet for
improved business outcomes. When coupled with the Raima database on the edge IoT embedded devices located
throughout such an application, Raima can provide near real-time local processing and storage to optimize and
save costs.
There are several examples, but regardless, the same issues exist. Big data, being gathered continuously on the
edge, and summarizing that data to make decisions within a sub-milliseconds constraint is of great
importance. Information that is necessary from an BI point of view will be pushed to the cloud. The Raima
database is a key component within an IoT to Cloud computing platform and will help elevate such latency issues.
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2. POTENTIAL USE CASES FOR RAIMA TO THE CLOUD
Industrial Manufacturing: Applications within
industrial automation such as condition monitoring,
remote configuration, predictive maintenance and
more require quick decisions close to the source that
can benefit from a near real-time in-memory
database with data movement into the cloud.

Fleet Management: Connected business solutions
make the management of your fleet more efficient,
safe and sustainable. The Raima database is ideally
suited to work within a cloud solution when it comes
to remote vehicle diagnostics, monitoring operation
status of fleets, optimizing route planning,
maximizing fleet utilization and more.

Marine: As with an industrial automation condition
monitoring scenario, marine clients require the same
sort of solution that can benefit from a on-premise
Raima database system interacting with the cloud.
Take an engine on a naval ship where an embedded
system must manage vibration signals and patterns,
gather statistical data for predictive maintenance,
and then make that data available onshore to any
cloud based system.
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Automotive: The automotive industry is changing by
leaps and bounds from being manual-centric to
automated-centric where no longer is the vehicle
infrastructure disconnected. The Raima database in
combination with a cloud based system can play a key
role together in delivering solutions under this new
model. From location services for automated driving,
to predictive maintenance statistical information, and
connected vehicles providing real-time updates to
one another. Such use cases require a reliable
embedded database on the IoT edge device
communicating continually with the cloud.
Oil and Gas: Capturing data in a Raima database
located at the subsea floor or onboard an oil rig in the
middle of the ocean requires a 24x7 solid database
solution to collect massive amounts of data, then
process, aggregate, and simply that data locally
before replicating that information in near real-time
to the corporate cloud based system for visualization
and analytics. Raima together with a cloud based
system can play a key role together in such a
configuration.
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3. WHERE DOES RAIMA FIT IN?
Modern data integration technology must be deployed in both on-premise/edge and in the cloud. A major benefit
of edge computing using Raima’s RDM database solution is that it improves time to action and reduces response
time down to milliseconds, while also conserving network resources.
When it comes to the cloud based enterprise or edge computing, it is all about the database. Whether you are
mapping geospatial information, trying to figure out what is in stock, or trading stocks, RDM is a database
management system that can make it possible to receive and deliver content from the edge to the cloud in a
timely manner.

Raima´s new in-memory implementation was developed because reading and writing from memory is much faster
than reading and writing from disk. In-memory computing has become the new go-to technology that is able to
address more general purpose cases than it could just a few years ago. Edge and in-memory computing goes
hand-in-hand because of the real-time requirement, Raima is well positioned to address these needs.
Raima believes it can play a key role in solving a need in the market in the move toward edge computing.
Depending on the implementation, time-sensitive data in an edge computing architecture may be processed at the
point of origin by an intelligent edge device through input from different sensors and sent to an intermediary
RDM-based server located in close geographical proximity to the client. Data that needs the power of a datacenter
is then sent from RDM to the cloud for historical analysis, big data analytics and long-term storage.
Raima in combination with a cloud based technology will enable clients requiring rapid deployments of their
applications in an edge computing environment where there is a distributed technology architecture in which
client data is processed at the periphery of the network. This is done as close to the originating source as possible,
providing a complete edge to cloud solution for clients.
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4. RAIMA COMMON DENOMINATOR FOR ALL VERTICALS
Performance: RDM 14.1 is the fastest database engine from Raima. It has been redesigned and optimized for both
on-disk and in-memory environments with a unique new architecture of the database file format, along with
algorithmic optimizations. Every package includes performance examples that show how much faster RDM
benchmarks against competitors, for easy comparison and evaluation.
Efficiency: RDM 14.1 was developed with developer ease of use at the forefront. For C developers, the underlying
core API of the RDM database is a modern and easy-to-use cursor interface. For pure SQL developers, an extensive
SQL supports both SQL PL and stored procedures. RDM 14.1 also supports the standard interfaces of ODBC (C,
C++), ADO.NET (C#), and JDBC (Java), along with the development environments of Microsoft Visual Studio, Apple
XCode, Eclipse, Wind River Workbench, QXN Momentics, etc. Developers are never locked out of using the
language or interface with which they are most familiar. Raima has dedicated support for any language developers
prefer.
Portability: The RDM 14.1 database file format has undergone significant redesign. The new format allows direct
copy/paste or movement from one device or platform onto another regardless of byte order or architecture
differences. This feature lets developer’s work on any development host they prefer and then deploy the database
anywhere. It also facilitates debugging on a more powerful development platform. If a target platform goes down,
RDM 14.1 allows the database to be copied directly onto any other target hardware and pick up right where it left
off.
5. RAIMA MAJOR TECHNICAL BENEFITS
Embedded: Raima Database Manager performance
RDM sets a new performance threshold for embedded databases. Designed to address future technology
demands, it provides the highest-functioning database solutions for resource-constrained environments. RDM
includes these major features: in-memory support, compression, optimized file format, snapshot, encryption, SQL,
SQL PL, and platform independence – we like to describe Raima as: “develop once, deploy anywhere”.
Raima´s SQL implementation has been designed for embedded systems applications. As such, it provides a subset
of the ANSI/ISO standard SQL that is suitable for running on a wide variety of computers and embedded operating
systems, many of which have limited computing resources.
ACID-Compliance - ACID transactions guarantee that when changes to a database record are made, that data
is correct and no data is lost.
Compact Data Storage - Automatic encoding and compression uses 25% less disk space on average.
Encryption - AES encryption from 128 bit to 256 bit meets market demand for cybersecurity support and gives
Raima clients peace-of-mind.
Embedded/Real-time Application - Fully supports real-time system performance. RDM has been designed to
meet the zero-administration requirements of an embedded application.
Fast In-Memory Performance - An optimized in-memory implementation allows for faster transactions and
results to support enterprises that need the utmost speed and performance.
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In-Memory - Support pure in-memory storage for both 32-bit and 64-bit applications. RDM can also be used in
a hybrid in-memory mode where data loss may not be acceptable.
Multi-Core Scalability - Maintain performance as demands on the system increase by adding further
resources. Possible through SMP and thread support, plus the capability of scaling on more than one server.
Multiple Indexing Methods - B-Tree, Hash, R-/R+ Tree, and AVL indexes are fully supported by RDM and
available for users.
Platform Compatibility - Develop once, deploy anywhere. Through Raima´s file format, you can mix and
match operating systems and hardware.
Replication from edge to cloud - Through the use of SymmetricDS, Raima can store data on the edge and
easily replicate any of that data to the cloud.
Small Footprint - RDM needs only 350k of RAM and minimal CPU speeds to fully operate.
Snapshots - Snapshot isolation allows concurrent reads to the database when write transactions are occurring.
RDM takes a frozen image of the current state of the system and that information can be read from without
stopping writes.
SQL Optimization Support - Fully featured and enhanced SQL support including SQL PL, Stored Procedure, and
Triggers.
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APPENDIX
1. RDM TECHNICAL SUMMARY & DEEPER DIVE
Summary
Raima has developed, sold and supported Raima Database Manager (RDM), a relational DBMS that runs in almost
any computing environment, from mobile phones to embedded IoT computers to UNIX servers to the Cloud. RDM
is a fast, small footprint, inexpensive database engine, provided by Raima as an SDK for Windows, Linux or UNIX
development environments. For RTOS embedded and mobile targets (such as VxWorks, Integrity, QNX and/or iOS
& Android), RDM’s Windows or Linux SDKs will perform cross-platform development.
RDM has been used by thousands of programmers to create successful products, utilities or tools that have been
distributed worldwide. Programmers use C, C++, Java, or C# to call a suite of APIs in RDM, or access it from 3rdparty
tools through the ODBC Driver Manager.
RDM may be configured to run as a single process, single database program, or as a multi-computer, multi-process,
multi-thread, multi-core, distributed database system of programs. And everything in between. Its SQL is ready for
those who prefer SQL programming, but low-level API access is also available for advanced programmers who
want to squeeze out the ultimate performance. For even greater performance, a database may be managed inmemory. ACID compliance means that on-disk databases are safe and always recoverable, while MVCC through
snapshots and non-repeatable-read features allow fast reading or analysis of databases that are being concurrently
updated.
Architecture – A Deeper Dive
RDM’s runtime environment is composed as two powerful but well-defined modules:
1.

The Runtime Library – This re-entrant linkable library becomes part of your executable program. It maintains a
cache of database objects as it responds to function calls from your program.

2.

The Transactional File Server – This tight, multi-user server interacts with one or more Runtime Libraries
concurrently. It manages access to database files. The TFS responds to runtime requests to read objects, to lock
objects, or to apply transactional changes.

Runtime Library
As a re-entrant library, RDM fully supports multi-threaded applications. Each thread may open a database and
operate on it concurrently with the others.
As a linkable library, RDM operates on data kept in a heap-based cache. Its robust APIs give you full visibility and
control over the data. SQL is available through a C-based API, but also accessible through 3rd party tools. Other
APIs allow fine-tuning of database operations using a cursor view or an object-oriented view.
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Transactional File Server
At its core, the TFS is a library of functions. These functions are called by the runtime library. If the TFS is running in
a separate process, its functions are called as RPCs (Remote Procedure Calls) using TCP/IP between computers and
shared memory within the same computer.
However, the TFS functions may be linked directly into your application also. This has significant performance
benefits and simplicity in operation. It’s faster because the Remote Procedure Calls become Local Procedure Calls
(in-process). It’s simpler because everything is running within your program and there is no separate process to
start first.
Configurations
Yes, the Runtime Library and TFS are powerful and well-defined, but they can be configured in several ways. The
figures below show just a few.

When multiple computers are involved, they
communicate through TCP/IP. If the runtime and TFS
are on the same computer, shared memory is used to
speed it up.
But when the runtime and TFS are in the same
process, the inter-process communication is avoided,
resulting in even more speed.
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Multi-threaded applications are great for handling
multiple windows on a screen, each with
independent contents.
Simpler, single-user applications have an advantage
because there is no concurrent access to the
database, hence no locking or waiting.

Now, load the database from disk into memory and
you have database management with all the stops
pulled.
The RDM in-memory database option allows for
volatile (it goes away when the application stops) and
persistent (loaded from disk and saved to disk)
databases.
It’s faster because there is no disk latency for reading
and no waiting for disk writes during a transaction
commit.
These are vulnerable to data loss if the application
terminates without saving the data. Sometimes it’s a
risk worth taking!
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2. KEY FUCTIONALITY
Revolutionary performance optimized portable File Format
A new database file format will decrease database size through variability and compression. It is designed to meet
the following requirements:
• Performance: Improved performance over previous version of RDM and competitor products.
• Compression: Store only the data needed per row to avoid underutilized space. Also column level
compression to increase the packing of rows and reduce overall data file size.
• Portability: Database content will be independent of the CPU architecture, allowing databases to be
copied between computers, or concurrently accessed by computers with different operating systems or
CPU architectures.
• SQL/Core Compatibility: RDM will combine the Core and SQL database definition languages into a single
DDL. The file format will support Core and SQL, as well as consolidating the catalog and database
definition files. Primary and foreign key references will be a core level feature. And NULL support as a
core level feature.
Full Multi-Core Support
efficiently allocate transaction processing to take advantage of multi-core systems for optimal speed.
Multi-Versioning Concurrency Control (MVCC)
Implement read-only-transactions where a virtual snapshot of your desktop database is readable until the readonly-transaction is terminated by the task, even if it is being concurrently updated. Avoid read locks to improve
multi-user performance.
Pure and Hybrid In-Memory Database Operation
Configure your desktop database to run completely on-disk, completely in-memory, or a hybrid of both; combining
the speed of an in-memory database and the stability of on-disk in a single system.
Multiple Indexing Methods
B-Tree, Hash, R-/R+ Tree, and AVL indexes are fully supported by RDM and available for users.
Better Performance through Scaling Out
easily achieve true horizontal scaling across clustered or distributed systems without the need to re-write of your
application.
True Global Queries
Connect any application to one or more databases and query them as if it is a single instance. Perform global,
locally or across a network, to multiple database instances with no regard for where the data is located.
Database Cursors
The addition of cursors to the standard library allows for an easy-to-use, natural traversal of records in the
database.
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Dynamic DDL - This feature is important to meet customer feature demand for the ability to create and alter
database and table definitions, which enhances the customer application upgrade scenarios.
SQL/PL - SQL Persistent Stored Modules are a major ease-of-use enhancement in RDM 14.1. This feature follows
the ISO standard for SQL scripted procedures that are stored together with the database and available to all
database users.
Shared Memory Protocol
Improves performance with clients on the same computer through the addition of shared memory as a transport
for communication between the application and the TFServer.
Application-specified Memory Limit
allows the application to limit the amount of memory used by the RDM runtime system and, optionally, provide a
pointer to a memory buffer within which the memory will be allocated.
New Data Types
Three new data types, including Date/Time/Timestamp (Core level), BCD (decimal), GUID (UUID).
Bulk insert API Function
The Bulk Insert API function is a new performance optimization API to efficiently insert large quantities of data at
the Core level.
Unrepeatable Read Isolation Level
Support for lockless reading. This is a new isolation level that allows any committed data to be read without first
requesting a read lock. Since there are no locks, data may change without notice. When this is acceptable for the
application, it is much faster.
Encryption
Encryption of the database files using the Rijndael/AES algorithm for encryption or decryption is now
available. The algorithm supports the use of 128, 192 or 256 bit keys.
SQL enhancements:
• Update Statistics – provides for the collection of data distribution statistics so that the SQL optimizer can make
more informed execution plan choices.
• Rowid Primary & Foreign Keys – rowid primary keys allow individual rows of a table to be directly accessed based
thus providing optimal retrieval performance without having to incur the cost of a separate index.
• Improved Group/Order By Performance – Group by processing performance has been significantly improved in
RDM 14.1 Order by sort costs have also been reduced.
• New Data Types – support was added for the previously mentioned new Core types, decimal (BCD) and guid (SQL
already had date/time/timestamp support).
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Replication
Cross platform database replication through SymmetricDS.
Technical Specs
Database

Data Types Supported

• Maximum Databases Open Simultaneously: No

• BLOBs

Limit

• Character

• Maximum Records Per Database: No Limit

• Widechar

• Maximum Size of Database File: Limited only by file

• Varchar

system

• DBADDR (ROWID)

• Maximum Tables Per Database: No Limit

• Floating Point – 32bit and 64bit

• Maximum Records Per Table: No Limit

• Integer 0 8bit, 16bit, 32bit and 64bit

• Maximum Record Size: 32 kb (excluding BLOB or

• C Struct (Core only)

VARCHAR)

• Data/Time/Timestamp

• Maximum Fields Per Table: No Limit

• BCD (SQL Decimal)

• Maximum Keys Per Database: No Limit

• GUID

• RAM Requirements: User configurable, minimum

Additional SQL Data Types:

50 kb
• Code Footprint: Starting at ~270 kb, depending on
OS and database features

• Binary
• Unicode
Data Providers and Drivers: Interoperability

Modes of Operation

• ADO.Net 4.0 Data Provider

• Single-Process, Multi-Thread

• JDBC 4 Type 4 Driver

• Multi-Process, separate Transactional File Server

• ODBC 3.5 Driver

• Multi-Process, shared in-process Transactional File
Server
Manage Data across Platforms:
Our products are platform independent and optimized for the most popular operating systems: RDM provides
seamless integration between different data sources and can easily be configured to move data from small lowpowered embedded devices up into larger enterprise systems.
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3. RDM PERFORMANCE BENCHMARKS

RDM 14.1 performs better than any competitor within a multitude of systems and environments. In the
industry standard TPC-B test, our disk-based performance is able to process over 2,000+ more transactions
than our closest competitors. The following test is run on an AMD Opteron 6180 SE Dual Core 2.5 GHz 128 GB
of DDR3 1800MHz RAM running Windows 10 on a Dell H700 SCSI hard drive.

TPC-B RDM vs Competitors – Disk
To create such increased efficiency, RDM 14.1 uses a “packed” row format in the database engine. These
packs contain byte streams that are both compact and portable across different OS and processor platforms.
So, application developers can develop on one platform and deploy on another. This feature alone decreases
time to market for enterprise applications.
You can find a detailed SQLite vs RDM 14.1 comparison here
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4. THE RDM PACKAGES
Raima RDM comes in 2 different packages as follows:
RDM CORE
RDM Core package provides a comprehensive and easy to use low-level cursor C API for ultimate control while also
providing a C++ API for object-oriented programming. This is typically used in applications designed for edge IoT
devices where performance and footprint is of great importance.

RDM ENTERPRISE
RDM Enterprise package provides not only the core cursor C/C++ API’s and SQL API’s with SQL PL for application
dvelopers that are familiar with SQL and want to shorten development time, but also, ADO.NET for C#, JDBC for
Java, a comprehensive ODBC driver and more. The enterprise package is designed for multiple industry standard
API's to connect to 3rd party tools for purposes such as replication, reporting, analysis, and administration.
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5. EXAMPLE CUSTOMERS
The Raima embedded database products are used in a wide range of applications and verticals. Below is a sample of
several customers that have created successful applications based on the Raima database technology.
Industrial Automation:
Types of Industrial Automation Solutions:
• Maintaining parameters, configurations, recipes for manufacturing processes
• Logging events, errors, alarms from systems and processes
• Live data capture
• Display customization
• Condition monitoring – predictive maintenance
• System optimization
• SCADA
• POI
• Supplier Relatonship Management – Supply Chain Performance
• ERP – sales, inventory, scheduling, billing, accounts
• Mobile ERP
• CRM

Cubic Transportation Systems, Inc.:
• Application:
Bus Fare Rules & Authorization Application
• Description:
Cubic embeds Raima’s RDM database solution within their Bus Fare Rules & Authorization
Application for buses, subways and more. The database collects, stores and manages passenger information.

Mitsubishi Electric:
• Application:
“e-F@ctory”
• Description:
Raima has become part of Mitsubishi’s alliance partnership ecosystem. Mitsubishi ships
Raima’s RDM database solution to run on the iQ Platform’s C Controller PLC devices to make Raima’s powerful
data management solution available to customers that choose Mitsubishi’s solution.

GE Power:
• Application:
"ALSPA ControPlant”
• Description:
GE Power embeds Raima’s RDM database solution within their historical data recording
application that is part of GE’s mission critical control systems for power plants. The database collects, stores
and manages this critical historical information.
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London Underground:
• Application:
Piccadilly Line Centralized Train Following System for London Underground
• Description:
The London Underground embeds Raima’s RDM database solution within sensors
communicating with their train transportation system. These sensors detect presence of trains on the railway.
Signals generate data about their current state and switches give data about their current state. This raw data
gets stored in the Raima database along with train timetables, train positions, track configuration and other
information.

Schneider Electric (formerly Telvent Canada):
• Application:
“ezXOS” within OASyS DNA
• Description:
Schneider Electric embeds Raima’s RDM database solution within their EasyXOS Operator
Station component which is a customized SCADA HMI interface to Schneider’s OASyS DNA product. The Raima
database provides the management of data for how customers manage their displays.

Schlumberger SRPC:
• Application:
“Helios” - Data Acquisition Reporting & Transmission for Well Monitoring
• Description:
Schlumberger integrates Raima’s RDM database within their Helios Application. Schlumberger
stores measurements of temperature, pressure, gas composition and oil consistency from sensors. There is as
many as 1000 sensors, each generating data once per second. Data is stored 24/7 continuously for 3 months,
then is archived and the database emptied. At the same time the data is being stored the results from the
incoming data is computed, in real-time, and stored in the Raima database.

Aker Solutions:
• Application:
“Future Generations of Aker’s Offshore Control Technologies”
• Description:
Aker Solutions embeds the Raima RDM database to handle high volumes of information
gathered from subsea oil production. The database needed to be compatibility with embedded and
conventional systems and deliver a high degree of robustness to maintain data integrity in the offshore
environment where communication links may suffer disruption and interruption.
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Toshiba:
• Application:
“REMS” – Regional Energy Management System
• Description:
Toshiba embeds Raima’s RDM database solution with their REMS smart grid solution. The
Raima database manages calculation results, set point generators, configuration information, alarm & event
logs, online data, historical data, measurement data and more.
Aerospace & Defense:
Types of Aerospace & Defense Solutions:
• Tactical information
• Mission planning
• Live situational analysis
• Live data capture
• Display customization
• Condition monitoring – predictive maintenance

General Dynamics UK:
• Application 1: “TIEC” - Tactical Information Exchange Capability Database Agent
• Description:
General Dynamics UK embeds Raima’s RDM database solution within their TIEC database
management agent for Innovative Concepts' Improved Data Modem (IDM Technology(r)). IDM Technology(r)
supports the exchange of tactical data between airborne applications and ground forces to support enhanced
mission execution capability and uses the Raima database to manage this mission-critical content.
General Dynamics Canada:
• Application 2: “MHP” - Marine Helicopter Project
• Description:
General Dynamics Canada embeds Raima’s RDM database solution within the MHP Integrated
Mission Data Management System which utilizes the Raima database as a contact file library allowing the
military to have a well-organized Mission Data Management System for Mission Preparation and Analysis.

Boeing Company:
•
•

Application:
“AWACS” - Airborne Warning and Control System
Description:
Boeing embeds Raima’s RDM database solution within the Radar electronics system aboard the
AWACS providing airborne surveillance and command & control battle management functions for both tactical
and air defense forces. The Raima database is used to manage data collected from the antenna on top of the
plane. The data is gathering radar pulses and other RF input and signal identification information to help identify
the signals of enemy craft and/or other potential concerns in the area.
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Boeing Secure Computing Solutions:
• Application:
“Inventory application for the Acalis Sentry product”
• Description:
Boeing Secure Computing Solutions provides this inventory application supporting their Acalis
Sentry embedded app. that will allow customers to keep track of data associated with a part, keep track of what
they did to the part, control inventory of the chips sent out, what chips were received, correlate the chip to the
board it was installed on when the board returns, then it goes away.

Jeppesen:
• Application:
“OPSControl & WXD”
• Description:
Jeppesen embeds Raima’s RDM database solution within their OPSControl flight dispatch
product that includes the WXD weather graphing module. The Raima database gathers data on flight schedules,
runway analysis, flight routing information and weather data to give pilots access to all types of critical flight
information needed to fly the safest and most cost effective route possible.

Lockheed-Martin Corporation:
• Application 1: F16 Test Stands
• Description:
Lockheed embeds Raima’s RDM database solution within their F16 pre-flight test stands and
uses the Raima database to store vehicle maintenance status and information gathered from the testing
procedures ran by these test stands to help identify necessary repairs needed to conduct the safe flight of the
aircraft.
•
•

Application 2: F2 Flight Simulators
Description:
Lockheed embeds Raima’s RDM database solution within their Ground Based F16 & F2 Flight
Simulator OFP (Operations Flight Program). The Raima database is used to store flight simulation data and
parameters.

Elbit Systems:
• Application:
Mission Control Applications
• Description:
Elbit embeds Raima’s RDM database solution within their mission control application. The
Raima database provides real-time in-flight data management for airborne systems.
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Telecom & Networking::
Types of Telecom & Networking Solutions:
• Topologies
• Network routers, multiplexers, switches
• Network security
• Network configuration
• Network subscriber management
• Call conferencing

Juniper Networks:
• Application 2: “Juniper Networks Steel-Belted Radius (SBR)”
• Description:
Juniper embeds Raima’s RDM database solution within their Juniper SBR software application
which is a core component of enterprise and service provider networks providing centralized user
authentication and access policy management. The Raima database is used as a cache of configuration data
and as a solution for storing and managing access information.

ADVA Optical Networking:
• Application:
“FSP 3000 & FSP 150 F3”
• Description:
ADVA embeds Raima’s RDM database solution within their FSP 3000 optical transport solution
& their FSP 150 F3 family of Ethernet access products. The Raima database is used to manage configuration
data that describes the attributes of users.
Medical & Pharmaceutical:
Types of Medical & Pharmaceutical Solutions:
• Medical testing equipment
• Patient data
• Device messaging

Ortho Clinical Diagnostics (a Johnson & Johnson Company):
• Application:
“Vitros 5600 (4.3), Vitros 3600, Vitros 4600”
• Description:
Ortho Clinical Diagnostics embeds Raima’s RDM database solution within their VITROS 5600
(4.3), VITROS 3600 and VITROS 4600 product-lines to store patient fluid results to analyze blood & serum levels.
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Beckman Coulter:
• Application:
“UniCel® DxC 600” & “DxC 800 Synchron® Clinical”
• Description:
Beckman embeds Raima’s RDM database solution within their UniCel and DxC products to help
manage all of the instrument's vital information from order entry through results reporting including patient
data, quality control, calibration, chemistry configuration, instrument setup and operational data.
•

Instrumentation Labs:
• Application:
“ACL” Product-lines
• Description:
Instrumentation Labs embeds Raima’s RDM database solution within their ACL Hemostasis
Testing Systems. The Raima database stores and manages patient blood analysis results enabling surgeons to
know viscosity of patient’s blood.

Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics (formerly Bayer Diagnostics):
• Application:
“RAPIDPoint 500”
• Description:
Siemens embeds Raima’s RDM database solution within their Rapid Point 500 medical fluid
testing equipment. The Raima database stores and manages patient fluid information.

Infor (formerly Lawson):
• Application:
“Cloverleaf® Integration Services”
• Description: Infor currently embeds Raima’s RDM database solution within its Cloverleaf application, which
is an interoperability platform designed to assist with the receipt and sending of messages which move from
one applicable medical software system to another. Cloverleaf is designed to receive specified messages and
to store them in the Raima database to help ensure message continuity and integrity in the event of
unexpected down time.
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Business Automation:
Types of Business Automation Solutions:
• Data backup, archival and cataloging
• Business intelligence
• Source code control
• Process control
• Benefit management
• Supplier Relatonship Management – Supply Chain Performance
• ERP – sales, inventory, scheduling, billing, accounts
• Mobile ERP
• CRM

Symantec:
• Application:
“DLO Apps” - Desktop and Laptop Option Applications
• Description:
Symantec embeds Raima’s RDM database solution within their DLO Apps that are part of their
Backup Exec and NetBackup solutions. The DLO Apps deliver continuous data protection to desktops and
laptops whether in the office or on the road and the Raima database is used to keep track of messages in a .TSV
file.

VMware:
• Application:
“VCM” - vCenter Configuration Manager
• Description:
VMware embeds Raima’s RDM database solution within their VCM product to record and
administer device configuration information for network administration.

IBM:
• Application 1: “Cognos Query” & “Cognos Upfront” within their Cognos Business Intelligence Series 7
Software Suite
• Description: IBM embeds Raima’s RDM database solution within their Cognos Query (CQ) browser-based
software for ad hoc queries of relational data and their Cognos Upfront (CU) customizable user interface
allowing users to view organize and share Cognos reports and queries on the Web. Both CQ and CU are part of
their Cognos Series 7 BI solution. The Raima database is used in CQ to store the database independent queries
and in CU the Raima database is used to store NewsIndex (datastore) contents and NewsBox, NewsItems and
their descriptions.
•
•

Application 2: “ClearCase”
Description:
IBM embeds Raima’s RDM database solution within their ClearCase source control software to
store version control information.
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ASG “Allen Systems Group”:
• Application 1: “Time Navigator”
• Description:
ASG embeds Raima’s RDM database solution within their Time Navigator product which
provides protection and an archival solution for heterogeneous environments managing enterprise data. The
Raima database manages network and backup information.
•
•

Application 2: “Live Backup”
Description:
ASG embeds Raima’s RDM database solution within their Live Backup product which provides
enterprise-level data protection solution that automatically backs up corporate data. The Raima database
manages network and backup information.

Xerox:
• Application 1: “FreeFlow DocUSP”
• Description:
Xerox embeds Raima’s RDM database solution within FreeFlow DocUSP to manage printing and
copying jobs for XEROX copiers and printers.

Expertos en Sistemas S.A De C.V.:
• Application:
“Business Intelligence Application”
• Description:
Expertos en Sistemas embeds Raima’s database on WinCE/Windows Mobile to manage
information related to customer invoices, product information, ordering history, inventory data to use to
generate visuals and analytics for their Business Intelligence solution.

FuturMaster LTD:
• FuturMaster Supply Chain Performance Management
• Description: FuturMaster integrates the Raima database within their FuturMaster Support Chain Performance
Management application, a program to handle business statistics related to forecasting, trends, and more. The
Raima database handles supply chain related information.
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Banking & Financial:
Types of Banking & Financial Solutions:
• ERP – sales, inventory, scheduling, billing, accounts
• Stock trading
• Work flow management/control
• Performance measurment
• POS
• Collections

Dun & Bradstreet:
• Application:
DAP/IDR – Data Acquisition Platform and Identity Resolution
• Description:
D&B embeds Raima’s RDM database solution within their DAP/IDR Application. This
application is used to deploy a rather large index search and cross reference application to a cloud environment.
The database is used to store and build a set of relationships on somewhere of the order of 600 Million to 1-4
Billion entities and about 300GB of data. The database must scan through those sets creating unions and
intersections (based on algorithms) to determine a set of potential candidates for processing

National Stock Exchange of India:
• Application:
NSE Trading System
• Description:
NSE embeds Raima’s RDM database solution within their trading system. The Raima database
is used as reliable stock trade data storage.

ImageScan:
• Application:
“RemitTrac & TCM Unify”
• Description:
ImageScan embeds Raima’s RDM database solution within their RemitTrac application which
provides clients with high-speed imaging and an exclusive and innovative workflow management solution to
process payment transactions such as checks and their associated remittance advices, stubs or coupons. The
Raima database is used to store images and manage payment processing transactions. The Raima database is
also used in TCM Unify, which provides the ability to acquire, aggregate, normalize and manage images and/or
data from any application, small or large.

Comtech Systems:
• Application:
“Collect”
• Description:
Comtech embeds Raima’s RDM database solution within their Collect financial collections
software. The Raima database is used to store receivables and manage debt information for 3rd party collection
agencies or debt buyers, like companies that purchase debt for pennies on the dollar.
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Automotive:
Types of Automotive Solutions:
• Infotainment
• POI
• Repair estimation

Magellan Navigation, Inc.:
• Application:
“MAPSEND” and all Magellan PC-based & Embedded Products
• Description:
Magellan embeds Raima’s RDM database solution within their MAPSEND GPS mapping
software and all Magellan PC-based & Embedded Products. The Raima database generates and stores points of
interest data and road names.

Plato AG:
• Application:
“SCIO”
• Description:
Plato AG embeds Raima’s RDM database within their SCIO software for risk and knowledge
management. The software is used in Engineering, Manufacturing and QA in the automobile industry to ensure
that the most current engineering knowledge is always available to everyone involved and prevents data
redundancy. The Raima database is used to manage information used for risk analysis.
Security:
Types of Security Solutions:
• Data backup, archival and cataloging
• Access control
• Authentication

Bosch Security Systems:
• Application:
“MAP” - Modular Alarm Platform
• Description:
Bosch embeds Raima’s database solution within their MAP intrusion detection solution for
security access control panels. The Raima database manages user access and authentication information.

Stanley Security:
• Application:
“Keystone 600N”
• Description:
Best Access embeds Raima’s RDM database solution within their Keystone key and core
management software. The Rama database is used for record management for tracking key and lock-core
distribution information within a local or global enterprise.
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GE Information Services:
• Application:
“Ares” & “Forcefield”
• Description:
GE embeds Raima’s RDM database solution within their Ares and Forcefield security control
products. The Raima database is the backbone data management solution to collect, store and manage security
information.

6. WANT TO KNOW MORE?
Please call us to discuss your database needs or email us at info@raima.com. You may also visit our website for the
latest news, product downloads and documentation: www.raima.com.

Raima, Inc.

Raima AS

2001 6th Avenue, Suite 3200

Forneburingen 33

Seattle, WA 98121 USA

1360 Fornebu Norway

Phone: +1 206.748.5300

Phone: +47.984 50707

Fax: +1 206.748.5200

Fax: +1 206.748.5200

Maps & Directions

Maps & Directions
General Inquiries: info@raima.com
Sales: sales@raima.com
Support: support@raima.com
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